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Prophetic over Ohio 

By Pat McManus 

 

The wind of my Spirit is blowing. I am releasing the wind that will ignite for 

breakthrough. The wind will shake and empower. The wind will shift systems and 

structures. The wind will remove and activate. For as the wind is used to release a 

sound so will my wind be used to align my state in a new way. Get ready for the wind of 

empowering, activating, and advancing. Winds of change are blowing and at hand. My 

Ekklesia will advance in this hour as they receive a fresh wind of all that I am. Joshua 

6:13  Judges 7:20 

 

 

 

Prophetic over Ohio 

By Jacquie Tyre 

Swing state Ohio, swing to the left, swing to the right. Swing to the left, swing to the right 

has been the rhythm of your past as the altars have warred across the state, to cause 

the tilting first one way, and then the other. But I am calling for and settling a plumb line 

down in the midst of Ohio, to cause a greater revelation of both the strength and 

operation of godly altars and the demonic altars that war for the soul of Ohio. This 

greater revelation shall enable My Ecclesia to move in greater strategic force, to topple 

and overthrow the demonic structures by the strengthening and expansion of the godly 

altars across the state. Watch to see what becomes visible in the days ahead that has 

not been clearly seen. Then move with My Spirit to see that the strength and expanse of 

My altar is fortified to overthrow and overtake the demonic altars. Even ancient altars 

that have been the source of power behind long-held battles, where victory has seemed 

elusive and just out of reach. Watch and see what I shall reveal, and what I shall say for 

you to do to unlock victories in the days ahead, and settle the swinging into balance with 

My Word, My will and My ways for Ohio to become a standard bearer for the future, 

says the Lord. 

 

 

 

Prophetic over Ohio 

By Anne Tate 

The Lord said that, and it is about the swing state. And the Lord said, from this state I 

will swing the rest. And He has spent such time; this is a watchman word. He has spent 

such time building and bringing into place many, many angelic entities in order for them 

to be deployed, first in Ohio, and then for the rest of the nation, because when 

Middleton gets free, the rest of the U.S. will break free, and swing free. And He said that 

the rest of America, that Middleton got its name because it was symptomatic of the 

middle of the road of all of American in the 50’s when they did research. The famous 



research that was done there, and it was said they’re like the rest of the United States. 

And it has had great bondage on it and it’s been very difficult for those who have 

worked there to fight their way out of it. But the Lord says that the breaker is coming. 

And He said you’re going to break through, break free and break through. And you’re 

going to break into what I’m calling for the next paradigm, for the next going forth. And it 

will call the whole of the United States to break forth into what they’re called to. There’ll 

be a brand-new paradigm that shows: here’s how we work together. Here’s where our 

strengths are. Here’s what we can depend on this state for. But it was like a 

synchronicity of the United States of America will break forth from Ohio. And the Lord 

says, now is the time for the dread champions to begin to come forth. And that will be 

the upshot that they will spew forth out of Ohio. The dread champions are coming for 

the next season. 

 

 

 


